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CL: XII SC      PHYSICS  Total Marks: 70 
1. An electrostatic field is a continuous curve. Cite reason.              1 

2. Why does bluish colour predominate in a clear sky?   1 

3. What is the electric flux through a cube of side 1 cm which encloses an 

electric dipole?                                                                                              1 

4. State the condition for maximum current to be drawn from the cell.  1 

5. Find the critical frequency for sky wave propagation, if the maximum 

density of electrons in ionosphere =
12 310 m

                1 

6. The electric potential V is constant in a region. What can you say about the 

electric field E there?                                                       1 

7. Consider three charged bodies A, B and C. If A and B repel each other and 

A attracts C, what is the nature of the force between B and C?              1 

8. Which basic mode of communication is used for telephonic     

communication?                                                                               1 

9. How are sidebands produced?                                                   1 

10. Two electrons have been removed from each atom. Find the distance 

between two such atoms, if they repel each other with a force of 
98.8 10 N

where placed in free space.                                                                 2 

11. The carrier wave is given by  ( ) 2sin 8c t t  volts. The modulating 

signal is a square wave as shown in the figure. Find modulation index.     2 

 

 
 

 

12. Two wires of equal length, one of copper and the other of manganin have 

the same resistance. Which wire is thicker? (Cite reason)                               2

                                                                                                                     

13. Distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors?      2 

 

14. (a) A circular coil of radius R, carries a current I. Write the expression 

     for the magnetic field due to this coil at its Centre. Find out the direction  

     of the field.                                             

                                                           Or                                                           2                 

(b) State the underlying principle of working of a moving coil galvanometer. 

Write two reasons why a galvanometer cannot be used as such to measure the 

current in a given circuit. 

 

 15. Explain briefly the following terms used in communication system. 

     (i) Transducer (ii) Repeater (iii) Attenuation                                 1+1+1=3 

     
16. What is meant by continuous charge distribution? How do you apply 

superposition principle to obtain total force on a point charge due to n 

discrete charges and three continuous charge distribution?                  3 

 

17. The magnetic flux through a coil perpendicular to its plane is varying 

according to the relation 
3 2(5 4 2 5)t t t     weber. Calculate the 

induced current through the coil at t=2s, if the resistance of the coil is 5Ω.    3 

 

18. Calculate the work done to dissociate the system of three charges placed 

on the vertices of a triangle as shown here. Here 
101.6 10 .q C                 3     
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19 .Using Kirchhoff’s rule, calculate the potential difference across the 8Ω 

resistance in the given circuit.                                          3 

 
 

 

20. With the help of a suitable ray diagram, derive the mirror formula for a 

concave mirror.                                                                                                3 

 

21. Write the expression for the generalized form of Ampere’s circuital law. 

Discuss its significance and describe briefly how the concept of displacement 

current is explained through charging/discharging of a capacitor in an electric 

circuit.                                                                                                              3 

 

22. A potentiometer wire of length 1.0 m has a resistance of 15 Ω.It is  

      connected to a 5V battery in series with a resistance of 5Ω.Determine the              

emf of the primary cell, which gives a balance point at 60 cm.            3 

     

 

23. (a) Draw a block diagram of a detector for AM signal and show, using  

        necessary processes and waveforms, how the original message signal is    

        detected from the input AM wave.  Or        3 

      (b) Describe the production and transmission of an AM wave using 

necessary equation. 

24. Draw a ray diagram for the formation of image by a compound 

microscope .Deduce the expression for the magnifying power of the 

microscope.                                                                                                      3 

25. Derive an expression for lens maker’s formula:  
1 2

1 1 1
1

f R R


 
 


 

  
 where the symbols have their usual meaning.                                           3 

 

26. State the principle on which the working of an optical fibre is based. 

What are the necessary conditions for this phenomenon to occur?                3 

 

27. State Biot-Savart’s law. Derive the expression for magnetic field on the 

axis of a current carrying loop. Indicate the direction of the magnetic field. 5 

 

28. Draw a schematic sketch of a cyclotron. State its working principle. 

Describe briefly how it is used to accelerate charged particles? Show that the 

period of a revolution of an ion is independent of its speed or radius of the 

orbit. Write two important uses of a Cyclotron.                                             5    

                      

29. Derive an expression for self-inductance of a coil in the form of a long 

solenoid. Also find the energy stored in the coil.                                           5                                                              
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